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1. Abstract

The eco-efficiency concept of clean propulsion vehicles aims at is simultaneously reducing the fuel consumption and environment pollutants impact (Eco-score) without decreasing the vehicle performances and other user satisfaction criteria. Based on a simulation model in ADVISOR, one can evaluate the performances, the emissions and then the Eco-score and the User Satisfaction for different driving scenarios. To establish a rationale methodology for conducting the eco-efficiency design of electric and hybrid vehicles, we adopt a multidisciplinary optimization approach while minimizing / maximizing both Eco-score and User satisfaction objective functions. The proposed approach is then illustrated on the case study of the comparison of different mild parallel hybrid buses (hybrid electric vehicle (HEV) and hybrid hydraulic vehicle (HHV)) by highlighting the effect of different energy storage systems (batteries, ultra capacitors, hydraulic system), mechanical and electric components sizes upon the optimized hybrid design. The optimization results show that the hybrid electric buses using ultra capacitors have almost the same performances as those using batteries, while the HHV technology can compete with HEV because of the hydraulic components low cost and recyclability if possibly using of water as motor/pump fluid.
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3. Introduction

Hybrid Electric Vehicles (HEV) are expected to be one of key technologies for future cleaner and fuel efficiency vehicles [1]. Apart from the popular hybrid electric systems, Hybrid Hydraulic Vehicles (HHV) are an alternative technology that was recently the subject of a series of works [2] devoted to the design, the simulation and the optimization of hybrid hydraulic systems for trucks. A successful HEV or HHV design requires optimal choice of the configuration of the hybrid powertrain and also an optimal sizing of its key mechanical, electrical or hydraulic components (See for instance Ref. [2, 3, 4]). In addition, for more hybrid vehicle (HV) efficiency, an optimal management of energy flow (control strategy) is required.

To insure their market success, hybrid vehicles have to simultaneously maximize / minimize conflicting objectives aiming at increasing performances and comfort while minimizing environmental impact. This challenge resulted in the so-called eco-efficiency concept. In this perspective, some authors have proposed to define some eco efficiency indicators as a global index, which accounts for both environment impacts and user satisfaction, but this methodology suffers from some severe drawbacks. The present works overcome the difficulty by resorting to a rationale methodology based on multidisciplinary optimization, in which the objective is to minimize the Eco-score indicator of HEV while maximizing some user satisfaction criteria. Because of the large number of HV parameters, trial-and-error-based design approaches of a HV is generally impossible and cumbersome to handle by human intuition. On the contrary, a rationale and efficient design procedure is based on digital simulation and optimization algorithms.

At first the hybrid vehicle model is simulated using ADVISOR (advanced vehicle simulator) ([5]). Then emissions can be determined for several driving scenarios and the Eco-score indicator can be calculated. The User Satisfaction can be evaluated based on performances criteria evaluated from ADVISOR.
simulations and from simple safety, reliability and daily cost scores, which are computed from simple evaluation tools relying on state-of-the-art of technological information.

Then eco-efficiency design is carried out using a multidisciplinary optimization tool using genetic algorithms and response surface methods. As the design variables may either be continuous or discrete valued parameters from catalogue and as functions may be noisy and/or discontinuous, meta heuristic algorithms are preferred to gradient based algorithms in this preliminary investigation. We thus selected multiobjective version of the Genetic Algorithms (MOGA) to handle the eco-efficiency design problem with a maximum of flexibility. In order to carry out the optimization work with a moderate computational cost we also resort to surrogate models or metamodels in order avoid the numerous ADVISOR simulation runs. We discuss the selection of approximation strategy and their accuracy for the responses functions of HEV. For numerical applications, the proposed methodology has been implemented in the optimization platform Boss Quatro from Samtech.

Finally the proposed approach is illustrated on a numerical application of the eco-efficiency design of parallel of mild hybrid electric buses using NiMH batteries, ultracapacitors and hybrid hydraulic buses.

4. Simulation

ADVISOR is used for simulating the fuel consumption, the emissions and the performances of the vehicles against different driving scenarios. It was initially developed by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory [5] from 1994 to 2002. ADVISOR combines forward /backward approach for the vehicle performances simulation. In addition, it offers graphical user interface to select the component modules required to construct the vehicle system. Among several components of a HV, the ICE engine, electric motor and energy storage system are considered as the most critical components. Proper selection of these components mainly affects the vehicle characteristics and performance. To consider the effect of component sizes in the optimization of HV design, ADVISOR approach is to consider a baseline configuration made of selected components for the engine, the electric motors / generators, and energy storage systems. The baseline configuration can then scaled up during the design process. For instance for a battery pack, the number of battery modules is the scaling factors. These baseline scaling factors are naturally considered as the design variables during optimization process.

Driving cycles are standard deriving scenarios that are developed to carry out comparison of different vehicles. For busses we consider here one of the three SORT (standardized on-road test) drive cycles developed by the UITP (International association of public transport) in collaboration with several bus manufacturers to provide representative and repeatable tests for European transport public vehicle operators. The SORT driving cycles are based on three trapezoidal speed patterns consisting in an acceleration phase, a plateau representing cruising phase and finally a braking phase followed by an idle period. The size of each phases come from the accumulated background of the UITP. The SORT2 cycle (see figure 1), with a commercial speed of 17 kph, mimics an easy urban cycle. The maximum speed is 50 kph, the total duration and the traveled distance are bigger.

Figure 1: SORT 2 drive cycle, for easy urban cycle

5. User satisfaction criteria

Satisfaction of needs is based on several criteria i.e security, daily cost, performances, etc. Some criteria like performances are easily quantifiable but others like comfort are such qualitative that they can
only be estimated by fuzzy description. In this study we will consider only quantitative criteria: cost, performances and security.

5.1. Performances

Performances include maximal vehicle velocity, acceleration performances and gradeability. They can be evaluated by simulation in ADVISOR by following standard approaches described in classical vehicle theory (see [6] for instance).

5.2. Security

It is the capability of the vehicle to assure both the passengers and other road users safety. Safety can be based on several criteria like security equipment available on the vehicle, crash test results, static stability factor estimating roll-over resistance [6], etc. As we compare here the same vehicles but with different variants of the propulsion system we can roughly assume that occupant safety is kept the same. But the vehicle mass is the main factor for road security, especially for security of collision partners. Based upon the FARS (Fatal Analysis Reporting System) database, Joksch et al. [7] have estimated the relationship between the mass ratio of collision partners, and the fatality ratio of collision partners to be:

$$\frac{F_2}{F_1} = \left(\frac{m_1}{m_2}\right)^4$$

where \(m_1\) and \(m_2\) are the mass of vehicle 1 and 2, \(F_1\) and \(F_2\) are the fatalities in vehicle 1 and 2. The formula (1) predicts a sharp rise of the fatality ratio in the lighter car with an increase of the mass ratio. Because of this we decided to focus on the security criteria to evaluate security solely by formula (1) of the mass ratio between the considered vehicle and a reference one. In ADVISOR, the vehicle mass is a function of selected vehicle components.

5.3. Cost

A simple cost model is introduced to estimate the total vehicle cost which is devised into two costs: An operating cost and an investment cost. The operating cost is related to fuel consumption and maintenance all over the vehicle life. In the following bus application we have assumed a life of 5 years with 500,000 km which is rather small. The maintenance costs have been neglected because we assume that the maintenance cost is more or less similar for the hybrid and conventional vehicles, which is again a rough approximation. The investment cost is related to key components prices.

5.4. Aggregated performance criteria

When working with several metaheuristic algorithms such as Genetic Algorithms, one major issue is concerned with considering design constraints. Therefore one strategy to circumvent the problem consists in defining aggregate objective functions or constraints. In order to introduce the performance criteria into the multiobjective approach later, we define here global performance criteria embedding previously defined performance criteria (vehicle maximum velocity, gradeability and the acceleration performance). User satisfaction can therefore be estimated using a linear combination of different criteria weighted by appropriate targets values related to a reference vehicle.

$$\bar{US} = \frac{\tilde{V}_{\text{max}}}{V^*} + \frac{\tilde{t}_{\text{acc}}^*}{P^*} + \frac{\tilde{p}_{\text{max}}^*}{\tilde{m}} + \frac{\tilde{C}^*}{C}$$

Where \(\tilde{V}_{\text{max}}\) and \(V^*\) are the estimated and target maximum vehicle speed (to be maximized); \(\tilde{t}_{\text{acc}}^*\) and \(t^*\) the estimated and target acceleration time (from 0 to 100 kph) (to be minimized); \(\tilde{p}_{\text{max}}^*\) and \(P^*\) the estimated and target gradeability (to be maximized); \(\tilde{m}\) and \(m^*\) vehicle mass and its target (to minimized); \(\tilde{C}\) and \(C^*\) the total cost estimate and its target (to be minimized).

Making use of targets of car performance also insures the consistency of metric units in the aggregated function. For maximum accuracy, it is a standard procedure in multidisciplinary optimization to estimate each criteria using response surface approximations and then, in a second step, to calculate the user satisfaction from the linear combination of the values coming from the surrogate models.
6. Eco-score model

Eco-score [8] is a single environmental indicator which integrates different aspects of the environmental impacts of the road vehicles such as global warming, air quality, energy depletion and noise pollution. The emissions of pollutants considered by Eco-score are related to the direct and indirect emissions. Direct emissions are linked to the use of the vehicle itself (tank-to-wheel) whereas indirect emissions are those related to the extraction and transportation of the raw materials for the fuel production, together with the emissions linked to refining and distributing the fuel (well-to-tank). In this study the direct emissions are obtained by the vehicle simulation in ADVISOR and the indirect emissions are based on the fuel consumption and the indirect emissions factors. The air pollutants cause various damages divided into different categories like global warming, human health impairing effects, harmful effects on ecosystems and building dirtiness. The partial damage of each pollutant is calculated as:

\[ d_{ij} = \beta_{ij} E_{j,\text{total}} \]  

(3)

Where \( d_{ij} \) is the partial damage of pollutant ‘j’ to category ‘i’; \( \beta_{ij} \) is the impact factor of pollutant ‘j’ to the category ‘i’; \( E_{j,\text{total}} \) is the total contributing emissions of pollutant ‘j’ to the category ‘i’. The damages are expressed in common units by category, so the total damage of each damage category can be obtained summing up the partial damages for the different damage categories:

\[ D_i = \sum_{j} d_{ij} \]  

(4)

In order to quantify the relative severity of the evaluated damages of each damage category, a normalization step based on a specific reference value is performed. The damage associated to the emissions norms EURO IV (directive 98/69/EC) is taken as the reference point.

\[ Q_i = \frac{D_i}{D_{i,\text{ref}}} \]  

(5)

Where \( Q_i \) is the normalized damage on category ‘i’; \( D_i \) is the total damage of the assessed vehicle on category ‘i’; \( D_{i,\text{ref}} \) is the total damage of the reference vehicle on category ‘i’. The different damages are weighted before being aggregated to obtain the global damage.

\[ E = W_i Q_i \]  

(6)

Where \( W_i \) is the weight of damage ‘i’.

7. Response Surface method

Because of the larger number of function evaluations that can be necessary to carry out optimization process, especially when using meta heuristic algorithms, a standard approach in structural and multi-disciplinary optimization consists in resorting to global or local approximation models (see for instance [9, 10]). Approximations will replace direct simulation runs during optimization iterations and will be updated during a limited number of steps ([11]). They provide explicit relations that enable a fast and small cost evaluation of the considered response functions. This approach will avoid dramatic increase of simulation time related to iterative solution procedure. The basic idea of global approximation that will be used here is to construct an approximate model using function values (from simulation runs or mathematical model computations) at some sampling points, which are typically determined using experimental design methods. Model fitness is subsequently checked using various statistical methods. There are various response surface approximation methods available in the literature [10, 11]. The polynomial-based approximations are the most popular. In this study, we typically use first or second-order models and their inverse in the form of linear or quadratic polynomial functions to develop an approximate model that provides an explicit relationship between design variables and the response of interest. The unknown coefficients in the model are determined with a least squares method. Statistical analysis techniques such as ANOVA (analyze of variance) are used to check the fitness of the response surface model. An appropriate order polynomial is fitted to a set of data points, such that the adjusted root mean square error is minimized. In this study, the response surface method is employed to generate simulation-based models surrogate models of performance criteria. Figure 2 shows two of those response surfaces: the accelerate
time (from 0 to 100 kph) and the vehicle maximum velocity. We remind also the reader that meta models are built for single performance criteria and then the aggregate user satisfaction function is calculated, leading to a better precision.

Once the surrogate models are available, any optimization method can be used to solve multi-objective optimization problems with a reduced computational effort.

Figure 2: Response surfaces for maximum speed and acceleration time with respect of engine and motor size for the parallel hybrid electric bus under study in the numerical application section.

8. Problem statement and implementation of ecoefficiency of HEV

The objective is to optimize a Hybrid Electric Vehicle component to increase user satisfaction and decrease the Eco-score on the basis one or several given driving cycles. We have here a two objective function optimization problem. As response functions may be noisy and/or discontinuous, derivative-free algorithms are preferred to gradient-based optimization algorithms to solve the problems. Multiobjective versions of Genetic Algorithms can handle the eco-efficiency design problem. GA algorithms will be applied on approximate subproblems based on Response Surface metamodels in order to carry out the optimization work with a moderate computational cost. In this study we have selected the software tool Boss Quattro from Samtech [12] to carry out the optimization and the task management tasks of the chain of coupled simulation tools. Two multi-objective genetic algorithms, MOGA and NSGA are available in BOSS-QUATTRO tools [11] and the MOGA one is selected in this study.

The following solution flowchart is used:

- Use a parametric study in BOSS QUATTRO to construct some response surface approximations (polynomial) of US and Ecoscore from ADVISOR simulation models.
- Formulate a multi objective optimization problem to minimize the Ecoscore and maximize the US.
- Solve the eco efficiency design optimization problem using a multi objective genetic algorithm (MOGA) available in BOSS QUATTRO.
9. Numerical application: Eco efficiency of hybrid busses

The goal of the numerical application is to establish a comparison between HEV using Ultra capacitors or Batteries and HHV by highlighting the effect of the energy storage systems, mechanical, electric or hydraulic components sizes (engine, motors) upon the optimized HV design taking care of both Eco-score and User satisfaction. In this application, the SORT 2 drive-cycle (see Fig. 1) has been chosen to simulate and compare the different bus powertrain configurations.

9.1. Simulated busses

All buses are based on the Vanhool A300 bus illustrated in figure 3. It is a bus used classically by public transportation company in Belgium with 33 seats and a maximum capacity of 110 persons. It is powered by a 205 kW diesel Man engine. This bus is modeled in ADVISOR using the conventional drivetrain configuration available in the standard library. Taking advantage of ADVISOR library, the bus is modeled using pre-existing components for buses or other heavy vehicles with only minor changes. The most important vehicle parameters are given in Table 1.

Table 1: Vanhool A300 characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Engine</th>
<th>Power</th>
<th>205 kW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Max Efficiency</td>
<td>44 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerodynamics</td>
<td>Wet surface</td>
<td>7.24 m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cx</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tires</td>
<td>Rolling resistance</td>
<td>0.00938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rolling Radius</td>
<td>0.5 m</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As no information on the original Man engine was available, it was substituted for our study by a 206 kW diesel engine from Detroit Diesel that is present in the ADVISOR library. As the vehicle mass fluctuates a lot during the day with the number of passengers, an average passengers number is fixed to be 66.

HEV bus with batteries

The hybrid buses that are modeled and simulated in this study are parallel mild hybrid. This configuration is chosen to be consistent with the architecture of hybrid hydraulic bus and hybrid electric vehicle using super capacitors so that a fair comparison can be conducted. Indeed the parallel architecture is the best configuration to take advantage of the low specific energy of the hydraulic accumulator and low specific energy of the super capacitors. The batteries retained for the simulation are nickel-metal hydride batteries taken from the library. The NiMH batteries are high energy batteries that are used in standard commercial hybrid vehicle applications (e.g. Toyota Prius and Honda Insight). The chosen powertrain controller is the parallel controller from ADVISOR.
**HEV bus with super capacitors**

The super capacitors, whose principles are illustrated in figure 4, are double layer electrochemical capacitors that have a remarkable high capacitance (several hundreds of farads).

![Double Layer Ultra Capacitor](image)

**Figure 4: Double Layer Ultra Capacitor**

Compared to batteries, super capacitors have a higher specific power but they have a smaller specific energy. The super capacitors fill in the gap between capacitors and batteries. The others great advantages of the super capacitors are their high charge/discharge efficiency and their very long service life and are recyclable without pollutants. The model of HEV bus with super capacitors is very close to the model of HEV bus with batteries. The only important difference comes from the energy storage system characteristics. We chose the energy storage system based on a super capacitor component that is the Maxwell BMOD0018-390V super capacitor module [13].

**Hybrid Hydraulic Bus**

In a hybrid hydraulic vehicle, the energy storage system consists of pressurized oil or water. The hydraulic circuit is composed of a low pressure reservoir, a high pressure accumulator and a reversible hydraulic machine operating in two modes, motor and pump. The basic principles of HHV are drawn in figure 5: during braking phases, water or oil is pumped from the reservoir to the high pressure accumulator (the hydraulic machine works as a pump). This energy stored is then used by emptying the accumulator through the hydraulic machine (working as a motor) when needed. There is no model of hydraulic components in ADVISOR. So the hydraulic accumulators and the motor/pump models are derived by developing equivalent (fictitious) electric component models. The storage system is composed of hydraulic accumulators, reservoirs and fluid. In this study, the hydraulic fluid is water because we investigate the applications of a novel design of reversible motor pump [14] that is able to work with water and does not need extra lubricant. The water has two main advantages on other hydraulic fluids such as oil: water has a very low cost and water is clean for the environment in case of leakage. Low pressure reservoir and high pressure accumulator can be found on the market. We selected here reservoir and accumulators for HYDAC catalogue [15].

![Basic principle of HHV system](image)

**Figure 5: Basic principle of HHV system**

Hydraulic accumulator models in ADVISOR have been derived from the super capacitor model. The super capacitors are closer, from the specific energy and specific power points of view, to the accumulators than the batteries. In the model, an equivalent number of super capacitors is chosen to obtain the required energy while the mass difference between the two systems is taken into account in the module mass. As
the reversible water motor pump is still under development and not fully characterized, we have selected a commercial product that has similar performances albeit using oil. The motor/pump is thus chosen among the large range of variable volume piston pumps built by Parker [16]. The pump has also similar efficiency curves than the induction motor present in the ADVISOR library, so that the motor/pump model is tailored from the characteristic curves of an AC induction motor. However its mass has to be modified because the pump is lighter than the equivalent electric motor. One can notice that the HHV configuration is close to the HEV bus with super capacitors. This comes from the similitude in terms of power and energy between the hydraulic system and the super capacitors. The rather low energy density of the HHV technology makes this solution well suited to ‘mild’ hybrid parallel architecture, where the motor/pump is only used to provide additional power to the crankshaft of the prime mover during short periods of time (vehicle launch) and to recover energy during braking phases. The HHV technology appears to be best suited to heavier vehicles because the surplus of mass is then relatively less important, while the architecture of the chassis offers greater possibility for the packaging of the hydraulic accumulators and reservoirs.

![US versus Ecoscore](image)

Figure 6: Comparison of HEV using batteries (blue points), with respect to ultra capacitors (pink points) and hybrid hydraulic technologies (yellow points)

9.2. Eco-efficiency optimization results

Eco-efficiency problems is stated as follows: select mechanical, electric or hydraulic components to minimize the Ecoscore indicator and maximize the user satisfaction criteria subject to discrete valued sizes of components chosen from catalogues. The optimization is initially limited to three design variables, two of them defining the power ratings of the fuel converter and the motor controller. The third variable defines the number of battery modules. The design problem for the bus design writes:

\[
\min_X F(X) = \left( f_1(X) = \tilde{E}, f_2(X) = \tilde{US} \right)
\]

w.r.t. \( X = (P_{\text{engine}}, P_{\text{motor}}, N_{\text{Bat}}) \)

s.t. \( \tilde{V}_{\text{max}} \geq 100 \text{ kph} \)
\( t_{\text{acc}} \leq 20 \)
\( \tilde{p}_{\text{max}} \geq 6 \% \)
\( \tilde{m} \leq 20,000 \text{ kg} \)
\( \tilde{C} \leq 50,000 \text{ euros} \)
\( 150 \leq P_{\text{engine}} \leq 250 \text{ kW} \)
\( 50 \leq P_{\text{motor}} \leq 100 \text{ kW} \)
\( 400 \leq N_{\text{Bat}} \leq 800 \)
The multiobjective optimization is carried out using the MOGA approach. The initial population of the GA is set to 20 individuals. After 50 generations the objective functions of the population spans the Pareto front as illustrated in Figure 6. According to the set of points representing the possible pareto optimal solutions for the three technologies, it is noted that user satisfaction and ECOSCORE are close to each other. But batteries offer better possibilities regarding user satisfaction. The optimum configurations for the three technologies that yield to a minimum ECOSCORE while respecting the constraints are given in Table 2. At Table 3, one provides the comparison for the related performances of the optimized hybrid buses and the conventional one. For both HEV and HHV, the engine size is reduced compared to the conventional bus. The fuel consumption and NOX emissions are also reduced in both cases and one can notice subsequently an ECOSCORE improvement. More surprisingly, the performances of HEV are also improved compared to the conventional bus. Ultimately, in this case, the hybrid electric buses using the batteries have slightly better performances than those one using super capacitors. The HHV performances are inferior to those of HEV because of the excess of mass.

Table 2: Optimized components sizes comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>PICE</th>
<th>Pmotor</th>
<th>NBat,UCP,HACC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CONV.Bus</td>
<td>205</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEV.NiMH</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEV.SCAPS</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHV</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>633</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Optimized HV performances comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ICE</th>
<th>HEV.NiMH</th>
<th>HEV.SCAP</th>
<th>HHV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fuel (l/100km)</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>46.5</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{acc}$ (0-64kph)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>12.0065</td>
<td>12.0959</td>
<td>12.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{max}$ (km/h)</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>100.5</td>
<td>102.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{max}$ at 48 kph</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>11.3236</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOX (g/km)</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>49.0848</td>
<td>52.829</td>
<td>51.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO2 (g/km)</td>
<td>1618</td>
<td>1213.65</td>
<td>1278.9</td>
<td>1357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M (kg)</td>
<td>16242</td>
<td>16857</td>
<td>16842</td>
<td>18721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C (euros)</td>
<td>451810</td>
<td>399161</td>
<td>390368</td>
<td>374532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eco score</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.0598</td>
<td>1.1009</td>
<td>1.1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Satis. US</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>6.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10. Conclusion

The eco efficiency comparison is based on a multidisciplinary multiobjective optimization approach of HEV powertrains accounting for both ECOSCORE for environmental impacts and for an aggregate User satisfaction. The design problem formulation has to optimize the design scaling factors based on the conflicting objective functions of minimizing the environmental impact (ECOSCORE) and maximizing the performance of the vehicle. In this study meta heuristic algorithms such as Genetic Algorithms have been selected in order to cope with noisy and non-smooth response functions. Performance criteria and emissions of vehicles are simulated using the ADVISOR software tool, while the optimization iterative process is carried out in Boss Quattro. In order to reduce the computational cost, one major contribution consists in developing approximations of performance and environmental criteria based on response surface methods. Optimization results show that the hybrid electric bus using super capacitors has almost the same performances as the HEV using NiMH batteries, however super capacitors can be preferred because of higher lifetime, higher efficiency of charge and discharge and no polluting recyclability. The study also showed that HHV technology can provide good fuel saving on city typical drive cycles with frequent stops and starts. The hydraulic storage system has reached an industrial maturity (low cost) and has a very long life time. Thus hybrid hydraulic systems could be an interesting alternative to HEV.
when considering simultaneously technical and economical considerations. In on-going developments, our approach should be extended to account for more parameters such as the HEV control strategy for further improvement.
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